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The Politics of Performance: Rollins College
and the Annie Russell Theatre
by Joan M. Jensen

T

oday, Florida boasts important venues for the performing
arts. Orlando is ringed by dozens of theme parks that furnish
entertainment for masses of people seeking to sample
"popular" culture. These popular forms of entertainment are a
backdrop for the somewhat smaller stage of "elite" or "serious"
performing arts: Ringling's Asolo Center for the Performing Arts
in Sarasota and the Fringe Theater Festival in Miami, which attract
thousands of people each year, are examples. These are two faces
of the same human need for performance before an audience, and
for spaces to gather the audiences.
This article focuses on an earlier era of Florida theatre, at
Rollins College, in Winter Park and its surroundings during the
1930s. It looks at a cluster of performances which illustrate the
complex face of what are now called the performing arts. Many
aspects of the performing arts can be understood by examining
small venues, using interdisciplinary methods that reveal details
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on how nourishing contexts for performance arts were created,
flourished, and then disintegrated or changed under the pressure
of cultural politics, both national and local, expressed through
influential individuals.
Florida is an especially rich location to study American
performance. Each state and region has a different history and no
one region in itself tells us about American culture as a whole or
how it is created. Historians of culture search for places and spaces
where they can see the interplay of individuals, institutions, and
events which together create those cultures, what scholars now call
"expressive culture." Rollins College and the building of the Annie
Russell Theatre provide an important window into the unfolding
of expressive culture as people jostled to present, in various forms
of drama, their experiences of life and why they were important.
Through this window we can also get some sense of how cultures
evolve, how individuals express their experiences in these cultures,
which ideas gain acceptance among a broader public, and which
experiences are allowed as legitimate expressions of the larger
culture. These decisions are made, not by some master cultural
broker, but through complicated negotiations which take place in
many places and times and which together give some sense of the
complexity of a large country with a diverse population, divided
and joined by race, gender, and class. The anatomy of events,
small in compass, time, and place, with a limited number of main
characters, can thus tell us not just about that small incident, but
also the mechanisms by which these decisions are made, in other
words, the politics of performance.
Performance at Rollins College during the 1930s offers one
such venue. Collections of letters, photographs, and memoirs
indicate that Rollins College during the 1920s and 1930s provided a
rare and exciting example of how these elements came together to
promote a flourishing of the performing arts. This essay describes
the events that made this moment possible and the dynamics which
then scattered the players toward separate destinies in a drama so
small that we can examine it in detail and yet so significant in its
contours that it can serve to reveal the complexity of creating and
studying expressive culture.
To study these performances, I have used methods drawn not
only from history, but also from anthropology, literature, sociology,
gender studies, and performance studies. Each brings a different
way of looking at this material. The history of theatre, its advocates
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for professional performances, the Little Theatre Movement that
involved a much broader audience, and the introduction of folk
theatre in the 1920s and 1930s, are all a part of this story. So too are
segregation of performance by race, ethnicity, and class, as well as
the partially visible tensions among individuals and across genders.
Historians, of necessity, still depend upon written texts that tell
only a small part of the performance. Much of the story plays out
behind the written texts. Fortunately, ample texts remain to get a
sense of the politics of performance at Rollins. They form a shadow
stage reflecting the images of the actors and their movements.
Four women are the principal players on this stage. Annie
Russell, whose name the theatre at Rollins enshrines, is best known
for her early career in theatre. In this story she plays the part of
an aging actor hoping to preserve the best of the professional
classical theatre traditions as she saw them. Her close friend, Mary
Louise Curtis Bok, who tried to erase herself from any public
memory, emerges as an important agent in forming the theatre
and its direction. Dorothea Thomas Lynch, in her interests and
actions, embodied the important Little Theatre Movement of
the early twentieth century which emphasized the personal and
everyday life of ordinary people. Russell insisted the Little Theatre
Movement was waning during the 1930s. Zora Neale Hurston, today
the best known of this cast of players-for her fiction rather than
her choreography and playwriting-arrived in the midst of a story
already unfolding. Four professors and the president of the College
form the supporting cast, who sometimes try to steal the scenes.
Behind the stage and the actors who perform upon it, are the
audiences, essential for the theatre, whether professional, amateur,
or folk. For all, the play was "the thing" at Rollins in the 1930s.
Theatre in the Progressive Era

Two main streams of theater existed side by side in the early
twentieth century, a popular theater that aimed to entertain
the public and a professional theater devoted to presenting
plays that were thought to enlighten the public and stimulate
its understanding of human emotions and actions. Many local
popular performances-circus, vaudeville, burlesque-had been
consolidated or eliminated under the control of a few producers
who sponsored large touring companies. This consolidation was
being challenged by the newer moving pictures which had the
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potential to replace these touring companies. This new medium
adopted much of the content of the older popular culture and
-absorbed many of the performers as well. 1
Locally created popular and regional theatre was threatened
as well as the older professional troupes dedicated to presenting
professional actors in classical drama-usually European plays,
such as Shakespeare. In the late nineteenth century there had
existed a smaller, but significant audience which was either familiar
with these time-tested dramas or wanted to sample them. As the
larger troupes formed, these professionals felt left behind by what
they considered a commercialized and debased form of theatre.
In the early twentieth century, groups of professional actors tried
reassembling financial support and audiences to maintain theaters
devoted to what they believed was an essential core of "serious"
drama, both comedy and tragedy. They saw the goal of this drama
not primarily as entertainment, but as a way of engaging the
audience in presentations of emotions which they considered to
be universal, most often embedded in noble and heroic European
characters or their adopted classical ancestors. Many efforts to
provide permanent financial support through subsidies by private
patrons or audience ticket fees failed in the early twentieth century. 2
This ferment gave rise to an ambitious search for new plays
and new ways to present them. During the next three decades,
the 1910s to the 1930s, the period historians call the Progressive
Era, successive groups tried to reform American theatre. New York
boasted a series of thriving small theater cultures that brought
together playwrights, actors, directors, patrons, and audiences.
African-American theater was exploding with new experimental
plays and musicals. Immigrants had their own ethnic theatres, and

1.

2.

Dorothy Chansky, Composing Ourselves: The Little Theatre Movement and the
American Audience (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 2004) is
the best general study. Karen Blair, The Torchbearers: Women and Their Amateur
Arts Association in America, 1890-1930 (Bloomington: Indiana University Pres ,
1994), especially Chapter 6, "The Little Theater Movement," places the history
of the Pasadena Playhouse in the larger movement and the involvement of
women in the movement.
Joseph Bromfield and Jennifer Jones Cavenaugh, "A Historiography of
Informed Imagination: A (Hi) Story Drawn from the Correspondence of Annie
Russell and Faith Baldwin," Theatre History Studies 29 (2009): 52-80; and Annie
Russell, "As the Player Sees the Playgoer," Ladies Home journal (November
1912): 16.
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workers their own working class theatres. Live theatre offered a
place, not just for serious drama, but for experimental musicals, for
folk drama, for dance. 3
Across the country, in thousands of communities, theatre
had its own vibrant life. A folk drama movement emerged which
drew on local cultures as a source for themes, while larger
theaters hosted professional troupes which still went on the road
with interpretations of accepted classics and new plays. It was an
extraordinary time. Despite the inroads of movies and the decline
of the traditional touring vaudeville and road shows, traveling tent
shows persisted and live theater flourished. Performance art existed
throughout the country-in rural towns, in regional centers, in
newly established high school and college drama programs. 4
The Little Theatre Movement

This theatre flourishing away from Broadway came to be
known as The Little Theatre Movement. Born in the turn-ofthe-century Progressive era experiments with popular education,
the Little Theatre Movement was buoyed up by private financing
during the 1920s, and continued into the 1930s supported by the
New Deal government program which put unemployed actors to
work showcasing plays about American life. 5
The Little Theatre Movement had no center, but flourished
wherever clusters of people joined to reform what they considered
to be an overly centralized, commercialized theatre oriented to
profits and vaudeville type entertainment. Most flourished near
universities and drew on their faculty, but included community
organizers, actors, and audiences. Groups formed around the
women's colleges in New England, and elsewhere around both
public and private colleges, in places such as Galesburg, Illinois,
Grand Forks, North Dakota, or Durham, North Carolina. 6
3.

4.
5.

6.

See Robert Rusie, "Talkin' Broadway Presents Broadway 101: The History of
the Great White Way," for an introduction to New York theater in the 1910s
to 1930s. http: / / www.talkinbroadway.com/ bywayl01 / 4th .html (accessed
January 11 , 2012).
Chansky, Composing Ourselves, 8-12.
Lorraine Brown, "Federal Theatre: Melodrama, Social Protest, and Genius,"
http:/ / memory.loc.gov/ ammem/ fedp/ ftbrwnOO.html (accessed April 6,
2008) , is a good overview of New Deal programs.
There is no study of college little theatre. Chansky, Composing Ourselves, 8, 19,
mentions that the University of Wisconsin, Madison was home to the Wisconsin
Dramatic Society in 1911 and other college activities.
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Audiences were typically small, fewer than fifty people, and
venues were similarly small, often clubhouses, church basements,
_ and community halls. Although the movement has been described
by some historians as mostly white, middle-class, and female, ethnic
communities developed their own theaters often based in working
class neighborhoods, using union halls and plays that appealed
to them in their native languages, and sometimes oriented
to communal and socialist themes. Where African-American
communities took form in the North during these years, there
was a similar interest in creating plays that depicted their lives in
new ways. Most studied are the movements based in the Northeast,
but we know that programs existed throughout the West and in
certain areas of the South. The program at the University of North
Carolina, near Durham, is the best known. 7
From these scattered university and community centers,
little theatre directors and players came together for state and
then national conferences. A national conference in 1925 called
"Drama in American Universities" brought together hundreds
of enthusiastic participants. Women were prominent in the
movement, often heading up newly formed theatre departments
in colleges and developing contacts with local women's clubs
which provided support and ready audiences, as well as some very
talented amateur actors.
One act plays became the most common medium and women
playwrights such as Zona Gale and Susan Glaspell created womencentered plays for female actors and audiences. They often
presented, and resolved, dilemmas of American women set in rural
and small town scenes. But the state conferences might also include
plays about African Americans and Hispanic people. In 1925,
Rollins College in Winter Park, Florida, just north of Orlando,
hired Dorothea Thomas to create and direct a little theatre .8
7.

8.

Frederick Henry Koch, after studying with George Pierce Baker at Harvard
University, founded and headed the North Dakota Playmakers at the
University of North Dakota and then established the Carolina Playmakers
at the University of orth Carolina. Unable to get support for a playwriting
degree at Harvard, Pierce moved to Yale University in 1925 and founded the
Yale School of Drama. Rollins professor William R. Wunsch studied with Koch.
Mary Emma Harris, The Arts at Black Mountain College (Cambridge: MIT Press,
1987) , 36-38 traces the Pierce-Koch-Wunsch connection.
Both Gale and Glaspell came out of the Midwest and dealt with the dilemmas
of white middle-class women in many of their popular plays. See Barbara
Ozieblo Rajkowska and Barbara Ozieblo, Susan Glaspell: A Critical Biography
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Thus, one did not have to be in New York, Cleveland, Chicago,
Minneapolis, or even Durham to participate in the Little Theater
Movement during the 1920s and 1930s. One could be in Winter
Park, Florida, at Rollins College. Rollins was a microcosm of this
great coming together of play writers, directors, actors, patrons,
and audiences.
In the 1930s, Rollins was in its most exuberant period of growth
under the dynamic new president Hamilton Holt, who served as
chief administrator from 1925 to 1949. A minor miracle was that
Rollins could be such a creative center during the Depression in a
small southern town, albeit one that had a hefty influx of wealthy
northerners every winter. Rollins had a student enrollment of about
500 when Holt, a former magazine editor, accepted the challenge to
reform this college which had been founded by northerners in the
1880s. He changed the curriculum, hired new faculty, reached out to
the community, and embarked on an ambitious building campaign.
During the years of his presidency, Holt raised funds for 32 new
buildings. In the early 1930s, he gathered an eclectic teaching faculty
and encouraged them to tear down traditional academic walls. He
envisioned the campus as a laboratory where faculty and students
could explore new teaching techniques that emphasized student
participation in the curriculum and included new subjects such as
drama. Eager students and faculty spilled out into Winter Park and
beyond. They tested the limits of President Holt's ability to keep the
campus open to experiment, but still a place where wealthy patrons
could comfortably put their money and their children. For a few
years Rollins became a place where the play was the thing. 9
Dorothea Thomas Lynch and the Little Theatre Movement

Holt immediately saw the potential for making drama a
centerpiece for the arts at Rollins. The Little Theatre Movement

(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2000) and Julia Ehrardt,
Writers of Conviction: The Personal Politics of Zona Gale, Dorothy Canfield Fisher, Rose
Wilder Lane, and Josephine Herbst (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 2004).

9.

Regional Hispanic and African American theatre is still not well studied
although it flourished in Florida as well as other southern states.
Leigh Brown Perkins, "The Annie Russell Theatre & Knowles Memorial
Chapel," Rollins Alumni Record (Summer 2008): 16-22. Holt's theories of
education seem close to those of Helen Parkhurst who called for students and
teachers to work together toward individualized goals. See her Education on
the Dalton Plan ( NewYork: Dutton, 1922).
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arrived in 1925 with his hiring of Dorothea Thomas, a graduate
of Smith College in Massachusetts. The Little Theatre Movement
_was just being embedded in college and university programs in
the 1920s, and the first theatre degree programs developed at
this time. Thomas, who became involved in the Little Theater
Movement while at Smith, apprenticed with a company touring one
act plays, and then joined the new repertory theatre in Cleveland,
Ohio. In 1925, Carnegie Institute of Technology in Pittsburgh, the
first university in the United States to offer a degree in theatre,
sponsored a "Conference on Drama in American Universities and
Little Theatres" which brought together hundreds of enthusiastic
participants. Thomas certainly knew about it. According to some
estimates, as many as 5,000 Little Theatres existed in the country.
They seemed to be everywhere, performing in small venues,
close to the groups they served, in store fronts, churches, studios,
settlement houses, and school auditoriums. The Little Theatre
Movement, from its inception, was particularly attractive to
women as participants, instructors, and patrons. Women had been
experimenting with college classes in "expression" for years.
Thomas brought her enthusiasm for the Little Theatre
Movement south with her. She found a colleague who was already
interested in the new classes for women students at Rollins. Orpha
Pope Gray had developed a series of classes in expression and
agreed the department should be enlarged to include courses in
acting and play production. 10
Thomas assisted in teaching drama and organized an
amateur Little Theatre Workshop like the others that were
spreading through colleges across the country. The group was to
be composed primarily of Rollins students, but also open to the
community. As Thomas recalled later, "The one act play was at its
peak of popularity in those days. The form was ideal for building
up a student theatre repertoire .... There was no money. But there
were talented students .... The student body was brimming with
enthusiasm for 'what comes next? ' It was an auspicious time for
raising the curtain on a student theatre." The group debuted at

10. Chansky, Composing Ourselves, 5-14, 19. Dorothea Thomas Lynch to Jane
Fletcher, November 17, 1976, Dorothea Thomas Lynch to President Jack B.
Critchfield, March 28, 1976, Biographical Files for Dorothea Thomas Lynch,
Rollins College, Olin Library, Special Collections, Winter Park, Florida.
Hereafter cited as RCOL.
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the Episcopal Church, where her father was rector, progressed to
productions at the local Women's Club, and then to the Recreation
Hall at Rollins. The first students enrolled in these classes were all
women, according to Thomas. The women then convinced men
to join them on stage. By 1928, students and community members
were touring around Florida as the Rollins Players. 11
During the 1930-31 academic year, the Little Theatre Workshop
at Rollins performed six plays for audiences from the college and
the surrounding community. Thomas directed and staged George
Bernard Shaw's Candida, Leonid Andreyev's He VVho Gets Slapped, (a
modern symbolic drama) , Shakespeare's Twelfth Night, and Zona
Gale's The Neighbors. Thomas, meanwhile, had married Winter Park
newspaper editor Laurence Lynch and took the name Thomas
Lynch. Her community ties seemed firm. And she was delighted
when in 1930, the famous actor Annie Russell decided to settle
permanently in Winter Park. 12

Annie Russell
Just when Annie Russell first visited Winter Park is not clear.
According to one account she first arrived in 1923, perhaps to
visit her sister Marion Carty who had moved there from New York.
Russell had retired from a long successful career as an actor on
the New York, London, and international stages. She was now in
ill health and living a peripatetic life, moving from place to place
seeking a more healthful climate in winter. By summer 1923 she
was in Rockport, Maine, where she now spent most of her summers,
living near her old friend Mary Louise Curtis Bok, after whom
she also visited at the Bok mansion in Merion, Pennsylvania, just
outside of Philadelphia. Mary Louise and Edward Bok had spent
some seasons in Winter Park, and in 1930 Annie Russell moved
permanently to Winter Park where her sister was still living. It
would have been natural for Russell, once she was permanently
settled in Winter Park, to check out the plays at Rollins Collage
where Thomas Lynch was directing the Rollins Players. 13
11 . Dorothea Thomas Lynch, "The Rollins Little Theatre Workshop: The Rollins
Payers, An Informal History," Dorothea Thomas Lynch Papers, RCOL.
12. Ibid.
13. Typescript biographies in the Annie Russell Papers, RCOL, mention her
various travels. See also H.L, Kleinfield, "Annie Russell," in Notable American
Women, 1607-1950:
A Biographical Dictionary, ed. Edward T. James, Volume III
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1971) , 209-211.
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By 1930, Russell had been retired from acting for ten years,
but she had never lost her love of the stage. Daughter of an English
_mother and an Irish father who died shortly after immigrating to
Canada in 1869, Annie, her mother, and three siblings were left
to make their own way. By age eight Annie was acting on stage
in Montreal. Chorus singing in Gilbert and Sullivan's musicals
soon followed, including touring in Latin America. At sixteen,
Russell won a leading part at Madison Square Garden in a play
that featured her as a country lass in Paris. Two hundred and fifty
performances in New York and another seven hundred on the
road made her one of the best known and best-paid actors in the
country. She went on to play similar parts, including a role as Sue
in a play adapted from a Bret Harte story. By 1905 she was starring
in George Bernard Shaw's Major Barbara in London and in 1906 A
Midsummer Night's Dream in New York. As one of the most popular
actors in the country, it was not surprising that editor Edward Bok
would seek her out to write articles about acting for his Ladies
Home Journal. He introduced Annie to his wife Mary Louise and
they became good friends. "Our friendship just grew more and
more perfect," Russell later said. She had experimented with two
unsatisfactory marriages. Neither brought her as much support or
satisfaction as her relationship with Mary Louise Bok. 14
Russell was at one with the complaints of the Little Theatre
reformers that American theatre had been commercialized and
was mediocre. But hers was a vision of a professional and national
theatre, not amateur and local. She had tried to establish her own
ideal theater in New York in 1912 as the "Old English Comedy
Company." It failed after two years. In a series of articles and talks
during these decades, Russell had sketched out her concept of
the role of actors, producers, and audiences. She was interested
in teaching young people to perfect their acting skills, and the
audience in how to look at these performers.
Russell saw acting as a profession and an art. Aspiring
performers, she advised, must prepare for an acting career by
training in all the arts. She advised they study color and costume,
as well as music and voice, and to practice acting relentlessly until
they could excel at it. Voice, memory, control- all were necessary
to perfect the art of expression and acting. It would take a "lifetime
14.

Quote from Rockland Courier-Gazette, June 26, 1934, clipping in Annie Russell
Papers, ROCL.
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of analysis of emotion," to perform the "finest, highest type" of
drama. They must become "students of humanity." It was not
_ just a pastime for amateurs. It was a lifetime of commitment to
performance as an art, one that would "ripen" over the course of a
professional life dedicated to the art of performance. 15
With these ideals, it was not surprising that Russell found the
theater as it existed in the United States wanting. She saw several
causes. "A scornful press," was one, which resorted to "ridicule and
absolutely brutal criticism" as well as personal attacks on the actors.
Meanwhile, managers pandered to the public and did not seek out
well written, well-acted, and interesting dramatic plays. The main
problem, Russell thought, was the audience. 16
The audience, Russell wrote in a series of articles published
in the Cosmopolitan at the behest of editor Edward Bok, was often
"indifferent or abusive." It responded not to actors as artists, but to
a star system that fostered "good looks, good figure, high-kicking,
and low thinking." It encouraged "notoriety rather than notability
in actors." Audiences had a predilection for "immorality in plays,"
were inferior "in matters of taste, artistic perception, and she
concluded, "morals." 17
Why was the audience not playing its proper role? The cause
of this audience condition, explained Russell, was the influence of
the "tired business man," who she called the TBM, and who usually
determined which plays would be attended by the whole family.
These TBMs were like "big boys" who were "mentally lazy," with a
disinclination for "mental effort." They sought sensational plays,
female caricatures, and old traditional types. They went for "glitter
and glare and noise and foolishness." 18
There were some "good businessmen," she admitted. These
men were willing to see the "sentimental side of existence, beautiful
things, the fairy tales of life." They were interested in seeing plays

15.

"An Address by Miss Annie Russell to the Students of the American Academy
of Dramatic Arts, March 2, 1902, Empire Theatre, ew York" Pamphlet RCOL;
and "What it Really Means to be an Actress," Ladies Home journal Uanuary
1909): 49.
16. Annie Russell, "What it Really Means to be an Actress," 11 and "As the Player
Sees the Playgoer," Ladies' Home journal Uanuary 1909): 11; "As the Player Sees
the Playgoer," (November 1912): 16.
17. Ibid.
18. Annie Russell, "The Tired Businessman at the Theatre," Ladies' Home journal
(March 1914): 56.
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that exhibited "tenderness and loyalty and love." But there were
not nearly enough of these "good businessmen." Any reform of
_the theater, to make it a place of "enlightenment and healthy
amusement," would have to come from women, presumably the
wives and daughters of the TBMs. The most important role that
women could play was as enlightened audiences. They could
perform "missionary" work by seriously studying the theater and its
conditions, the best plays, and "the art of acting." She offered an
active role for women as an audience that would not just watch the
plays, but also read and study drama. They should appreciate the
theatre as an art, not for "personality and notoriety," understand the
"qualities of fine acting," especially the serious side of acting, and
offer thoughtful and intelligent appreciation of the performance. 19
Russell also wanted to educate this new audience on the lives
of actors. She urged play-goers to abandon older attitudes that
actors were somehow disreputable and depraved, which grew out
of centuries when performers had been considered marginal to
European and American social life, participants in the seedy lives
of a glittery and trashy demimonde. Russell had come out of
this tradition as a child, had gone on to hone her skills for the
professional stage, and then attained success on both the New York
and the international stage. She believed that actors, and their
theatres, should appeal to the moral, ethical, and emotional lives
of audiences rather than pander to their attraction to excitement
and violence. 20
Through her experience as an actor, Russell understood the
difficulty encountered by actors who had prepared for a high level of
professional performance in the classics of the theatre as they were
faced by the commercially oriented popular theatre of the time.
Rather than appeal to emotions, morals, and ethics of audiences
the commercially oriented managers assembled audiences by
catering to their desire for entertainment. They pandered to the
desires and needs of the TBMs, who, after working all day, wanted
to be entertained, not enlightened. She wanted "serious" drama,
not comedy, except for classic English and European comedic
works. She hated the current fare which did not demand much

19. Russell, "What it Really Means to be an Actress," 11.
20. For some of the same problems for local circuses, see Joan M.Jensen, "ASmallTown Circus: The Life, Death , and Transformation of the Skerbeck Circus,"
Voyageur Magazine 24, no. 2 (Winter/ Spring 2008): 10-17.
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of actors or audience. And she hated having to disguise even what
she considered "great" plays with circus-like advertising in order to
attract an audience. She recognized, as did others in the theatre,
that there existed through the 1930s, an established audience for
circus and vaudeville type entertainment in which actors played
short skits, usually comic and seldom serious. She wanted to create
a new audience which would demand something different.
When Russell moved to Winter Park in 1930, it was natural that
she would want to attend the plays produced by Thomas Lynch
and acted by the Rollins Players. Russell wanted to reform the
professional theatre, not participate in the amateur little theatre
movement. Still, what she saw impressed her. Thomas Lynch
was using the university as a base to sponsor plays and create
an audience of women who were being educated to enjoy and
demand serious plays. Russell must have also yearned to pass on
her life-time of experience in the theatre to the young players she
saw performing on stage. She congratulated the energetic young
director on the productions and Thomas Lynch, in turn, asked her
to join the Rollins Players by directing Shakespeare's Twelfth Night
which she had scheduled for the spring of 1931. That invitation
and its acceptance by Russell also involved Russell's good friend
Mary Louise Curtis Bok. 2 1
The success of the Little Theatre Workshop sparked the
idea of building a new theatre for performances. The work done
by Thomas Lynch was increasingly popular despite the lack of a
suitable place to stage plays. None of the church and community
spaces she originally used were adequate for presenting plays.
Nor was the Recreation Hall at Rollins, where campus plays were
performed. The Hall was only available during the early part of
the day. Then it was occupied by students involved in various
physical activities. There were no storage areas for props and
costumes. Thomas Lynch had, no doubt, complained regularly to
her father, the Reverend James Bishop Thomas, rector of the local
Episcopalian Church, who had opened his church community
space for her first presentations. He decided that he might be
able to solve his daughter's problem of having no suitable place

21.

Dorothea Thomas Lynch to Miss Russell , February 13 [1931], Annie Russell
Papers, MssCol 2646, b 2, f 4, Manuscripts and Archives Division, New York
Public Library, Astor, Lenox and Tilden, New York, New York. Hereafter cited
as Russell Papers, NYPL.
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to present plays by locating a wealthy patron to finance the
building of a theater. Annie Russell had probably attended his
.church and Russell's praise for his daughter's plays inspired him
to action. The Reverend did not suggest that a particular person
direct the theater, only that a Little Theatre performance venue be
created. He chose Annie Russell's friend Mary Louise Curtis Bok
as the person who might endow such a building. Early in 1931, he
opened a correspondence with Mary Louise Bok about endowing a
theater building at Rollins College. He might have heard that Bok
had supported several theater projects in New York City as well as
funding the Curtis School of Music. The Reverend thought that
her friendship with Russell might be the key to obtaining a suitable
new performance venue for the Rollins Players. 22
Mary Louise Curtis Bok

One skill Mary Louise Curtis Bok had honed by the 1930s
was the ability to maintain a private life. She once noted that she
enjoyed "my condition of personal and utter obscurity." With her
mother Louisa Knapp Curtis as editor of the Ladies Home Journal
and her father Cyrus Curtis as publisher, with friends and guests
immersed in writing and editing, Mary Louise grew up determined
to live a private life and stay off the front page despite the popularity
of the journal and the wealth its success brought to the family. Her
marriage to Edward Bok, who replaced Louisa Curtis as editor of
the Journal, meant that as long as this marriage lasted, Mary could
not escape being tied to the family fortunes in publishing. Edward
Bok had come into that life; she never left it. Still, her commitment
to privacy was so strong that it survived her life. Nothing bore
her name. Mary Louise Curtis Bok is barely remembered for
establishing the Curtis Institute for Music in Philadelphia, one of
the finest music schools in the world, which she endowed in honor
of her mother Louisa Knapp Curtis. The theatre at Rollins College,
which she eventually endowed, bears the name of Annie Russell.
The Bok Gardens in Florida carries on that tradition as well. There
is hardly a word about Mary Louise in any of the interpretive
displays, even though it was she who kept the gardens and Edward's
memory alive after he died in 1930. Nor did Mary Louise allow
Edward to include more than a brief mention of her existence in
22.

Dorothea Thomas Lynch, "The Rollins Little Theatre Workshop," RCOL,
mentions Russell's interest and attendance.
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the two books he wrote in the 1920s, one his own autobiography,
the other a biography of her father. 23
By the early 1930s Mary Louise Bok and Russell had formed
a deep and loving bond. In the 1920s, Russell was extremely ill.
Doctors could never quite diagnose her illness nor provide a cure.
Russell had recovered somewhat by 1925 but was not well enough
to resume her acting career. Russell wrote in her diary during
those difficult years, "How empty my life would be without her."
There were periods of estrangement, but Mary too had family
disappointments, and their friendship survived. Both seemed
wounded by their personal relationships with men and sought the
comfort of female friendship. Neither Russell nor Mary Louise Bok
seem to have raised the question of a theatre at Rollins. 24
Early in 1931, Dorothea's father, the Reverend James B.
Thomas, approached Bok with the suggestion of endowing Rollins
College with an "Annie Russell Little Theatre." He described the
problems his daughter was still struggling with, staging plays in
the inadequate Recreation Hall. Reverend Thomas envisioned
the theatre as something for his daughter, not for Russell, and
he envisioned it as dedicated to Little Theatre, but he suggested
that Mary Louise Bok might like to honor her old friend Russell
by endowing a building in Russell's name. Bok responded that she
was interested in the project. 25
At this point, Thomas probably should have bowed out because,
as Bok's correspondence indicates, she was irritated by his pestering
about the project. But he continued to keep a foot in the plans

23.

24.

25.

Quote about obscurity is from J.L. Krabberdam, "The Model Man: A Life of
Edward W. Bok, 1863-1930" (Leiden: Ph.D. diss., Rijksuniversiteit, 1964), 119,
n. 2. Edward William Bok, The Americanization of Edward Bok (Bradenton, FL:
Osprey Classics, 2003 reprint of 1920 edition), barely mentions Mary Louise
but does credit "Mrs. Bok" with bringing music into his life, 246. Edward
William Bok, A Man from Maine (Bradenton, FL: Osprey Classics, 2004 edition
of 1923, New York, Scribners edition), 41,50, for Louisa and 129 for Edward.
Her relationship to Annie Russell is discussed briefly in Eliza Ann Viles, "Mary
Louise Curtis Bok Zimbalist: Founder of the Curtis Institute of Music and
Patron of American Arts," (Ph.D. diss., Bryn Mawr College, 1983), 119.
Quote is in the typewritten notes from Russell 's diary May 1920 as are other
comments about their relationship. See folder on Health Problems of Annie
Russell, 1920-1924, in the Annie Russell Papers, RCOL. The originals are
in the New York Public Library. See also Bromfield and Cavanaugh, "A
Historiography of Informed Imagination," 52-80.
The Bok-Reverend James B. Thomas correspondence is in the Annie Russell
Papers, NYPL. See especially February 2, 1931, February 6, 1931, b 3, f 4.
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Annie Russell at th e laying of the cornerstone of h er th eater at Rollins College,
J anuary 11 , 1932. Image courtesy of Department of CoUege Archives and Special Collections,
Olin Library, Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida.

until, in March of 1931, Bok complained to President Holt that
Thomas was irritating her with his letters, and that she would like
Russell to direct the theatre. Holt, who hoped to keep everyone
happy, and get another building for Rollins, replied to Bok that the
Little Theatre Workshop was important, but that the Russell Theatre
would be able to attract professional troupes beyond the scope of
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the Little Theatre Workshop. Thus the theatre began to take form
as one dedicated to Annie Russell and to "professional theatre."
Annie Russell explained her objection to calling the theatre a Little
Theatre. "It isn't a part of the waning little theatre movement," she
complained to Holt, insisting that her friend wanted it to be called
"The Annie Russell Theatre." Holt quickly affirmed that he would
refer to it only as the Annie Russell Theatre. 26
At first, Dorothea Thomas Lynch seemed delighted with the
interest by Russell rather than threatened by it. The Little Theatre
Movement was still extremely popular in the early 1930s, but it was
changing. A few groups had gone professional. The Provincetown
Players were the best known for their retreat to New York. Some had
survived, such as the Pasadena Playhouse, which continued to have
a cadre of wealthy women supporters. Others had already folded.
Although women remained important patrons of the performing
arts, men moved into many managing positions once women had
established the theatres. If the new theatre was to have nothing to
do with Little Theatre programs, all this work had done nothing
to provide a better venue for them. In the winter of 1930-31, her
program flourishing, Thomas Lynch saw the possible collaboration
of Russell as a great asset. When Russell praised the production she
saw in early January 1931 and agreed to direct Twelfth Night, already
scheduled for April, Thomas Lynch dashed off a note thanking
Russell for the encouragement, "the sort of thing we need so much
in a strenuous life of trying to do artistic things." A bit theatrically,
she continued, "I wonder if a struggling young director with
her precious charges ever had such a wonderful thing happen
to her? In my fairest dreams of a Little Theatre-I did not ever
conceive anything half so perfect. I hope the whole project will be
a joy to you-and won't it be for us." She invited Russell to see an
upcoming presentation of He Who Gets Slapped, a serious modern
Russian play scheduled for late February. And Thomas Lynch was
excited by the success of the collaborative Twelfth Night. She wrote
on a photograph of the actors on stage: "This production, starting
a new era for the Rollins Players." 2 i
26. Bok Secretary Mary Reed to Reverend James B. Thomas, February 10,1931 ,
Annie Russell Papers, NYPL.
27. Thomas Lynch to Miss Russell, February 13, referring to upcoming February
21 , 1931 play and one dated only "Friday" referring to April production of
"The Rivals," Annie Russell Papers, NYPL. See also Rollins Players photo
album and note, presumably by Thomas Lynch, RCOL.
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At the end of the spring 1931 semester, Dorothea Thomas
Lynch sent a report to President Holt summarizing the activities
of the Rollins Players during their sixth year. She still headed the
report, "The Little Theatre Workshop of Rollins College," but she
did admit that the interest in the one-act play, after "a period of
popularity throughout the country," seemed to be "waning." She
felt that scheduling three longer plays in spring was a definite
improvement in the program. But she saw no basic change in the
fall program of short plays and special performances for children
in neighboring schools. That year they had given fifteen one act
plays, some in the community, some on campus. They had taken
the players to the Tampa Little Theatre and to the Winter Park
Women's Club. They had participated in the statewide Little
Theatre Tournament in Orlando and taken second place. They did
radio readings, and held contests for student actors. 28
Thomas Lynch sent a copy of her report to Russell, who was
already at her summer retreat in Maine with the Boks. Then she
sketched equally ambitious plans for the coming year. Winter Park
was quickly emptying out, she wrote, and she and husband Larry
planned to leave soon for Daytona Beach where they had rented a
"garage apartment" for a month. She mentioned that the theatre,
where the building was now rising on the cleared ground, would be
a thrill for Russell to see and be a "shrine for your art." Choose any
play you like, she concluded. 29
That summer did not bring much of a vacation for Thomas
Lynch. The first two weeks she was ill, probably from exhaustion.
The last two she spent mapping out her classes. After the Daytona
interlude, the couple also left for for Woodstock in the Northeast
where the Holts were spending their summer, then for ten days
in New York City to see plays. Back at Winter Park Thomas Lynch
waited for word from Russell. When no response had come by midSeptember, she wrote that they were "parched" for news and asked:
"When are you coming home to see your theatre and us?" 30
Thomas Lynch was not worried about their collaboration. She
wrote to Holt of her delight and joy in working with Russell. In
28.

"The Little Theatre Workshop of Rollins College, Sixth Annual Report-To
President Hamilton Holt, 1930-31." Thomas Lynch sent a copy to Russell
along with her June 18, 1931 letter headed "Darling Miss Russell" and signed
"Lovingly Dorothea," Annie Russell Papers, NYPL.
29. Ibid.
30. Dorothea Thomas Lynch to "Darling Miss Russell," August 3 and 7 [1931],
Annie Russell Papers, NYPL.
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her art and her person, Thomas Lynch wrote, Russell stood for
"the things I was brought up to believe were true, beautiful, and
lasting, in the theatre." That September, Thomas Lynch was more
concerned with fending off an attempt by the Public Speaking
teacher to consolidate the curriculum with drama in one "Dramatic
Arts Department." She admitted they needed to hire a "competent
young man to teach the technique of Play Production," but to merge
drama with public speaking as taught by this person, a "showman,"
would take drama toward the popular or "Babbitt mind," rather
than to the highest standards she shared with Russell. 31
Meanwhile, plans for the new theatre went forward. Money
from Bok for the theatre was now coming in and Bok had promised
the money in four installments of $25,000 each. Construction for
the 377 seat Romanesque Revival theatre designed by the wellknown Miami architectural firm of Kiehne! and Elliott began in
the summer of 1931. It took nine months, and eventually $122,000
to construct. Bok made a final $17,000 contribution in March of
1932. The stock market crash had much reduced her funds and
she refused to commit more money for the landscaping. 32
The use of the theater remained a question. The Reverend
Thomas was now out of the picture, but Dorothea's husband, Larry
Lynch, editor of the Winter Park Sun Herald and not a person to be
ignored in the small community, offered his support for using the
new theatre for his wife's plays. One letter from Holt to Larry Lynch
in March 1932 discussed the question of the use of the theatre. Holt
admitted that the condition of the Recreation Hall was "anything
but ideal." As long as Russell remained as director, however, Holt
felt she must be in complete charge of apportioning the use of
the theater among departments. Holt started the letter with a
rhetorical question about the uses of the theater, whether it was to
be free and flexible, serving other departments and uses as well,
and answered that question with his conclusion that Russell would
decide and that plans were being made by other departments. A

31.

32.

Dorothea Thomas Lynch to "Darling Miss Russell," September 14, 1931, and
enclosed copy of her letter to Hamilton Holt, September 13, 1931 , Annie
Russell Papers, NYPL.
Leigh Brown Perkins, "The Annie Russell Theatre & the Knowles Memorial
Chapel: 75 Years Together," "Rollins Alumni Record (Summer 2008): 17-21. For
funding see Annie Russell to Hamilton Holt, July 4, 1931, and July 2, 1931
memorandum to Holt, Annie Russell Papers, RCOL.
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letter in May from Russell to Holt gave an indication that she was
still miffed about calling her theater a Little Theatre. 33
Russell returned in mid-October and they worked out what
Russell wanted for the theatre opening the following spring. Russell
had planned much of it while in the East, including a performance
by the Curtis Quartet and three performances of Robert Browning's
play In a Balcony under her own direction. Bok, who did not come
for the January laying of the cornerstone, came for the March 29
opening. There was not a whiff of "Little Theatre" or of community
involvement, except as an audience. The theatre was to be used
primarily for romantic comedies, musicals, and dramas. 34
The pressure of the opening and Bok's visit left Russell
exhausted. It left Thomas Lynch with the realization that she now
had two jobs and a new boss who was likely to be sick part of the
year and absent for a third of it. Russell went off again in June 1932
for another summer at the cool Maine shore while Thomas Lynch
worked on through the humid heat in Winter Park. She planned
for the next year and proposed various plays to Russell. In a letter
to Russell late in July, she both consulted with and let her know the
complexity of managing the next year's theatre. She proposed a
combination of serious and long plays, including Susan Glaspell's
"Allison's House," Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet," Philip Berry's
"Death Takes a Holiday," and one musical, "The Beggar's Opera."
There were also hints in that letter of a widening gap between
Russell's vision of a "professional" theatre and Thomas Lynch's
vision of community involvement in the acting. And now President
Holt also seemed to take a greater interest in the program, with the
wish that students might occupy all the main roles. Thomas Lynch
let Russell know that the Little Theatre Workshop was financing
the program. The college was paying only her salary. The rest came
from ticket sales and a "heavy dramatic season," thus depended on
continuing the workshop program. 35
Thomas Lynch was now managing the theatre as well as most of
the productions. She not only coordinated with the Art Department
on music and costumes, and with the Music Department for the
production of the scheduled musical, but also with Holt and

33.
34.

Hamilton Holt to Larry S. Lynch, March 5, 1932, Annie Russell Papers, RCOL.
Program "A Tribute to Annie Russell," January 15, 1956, quotes from Annie
Russell on high standards. Discussion of opening is in Annie Russell Papers,
RCOL.
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Russell. Husband Larry was helping her sort out taxes. She was
concerned with props, fabrics for costumes, as well as royalties.
Decisions had to be based on obtaining rights to present the play
at prices they could afford, and on ticket prices that would bring in
the community and the faculty. There were also scheduling issues.
The local community preferred to attend on evenings during the
week rather than on Saturday evenings which in the professional
theatre would have attracted the largest audiences. When Russell
returned in October she was quite ill. By January 1933, Thomas
Lynch was begging her to attend rehearsals. At the same time,
she was still asking Russell for permission to use the theatre for
rehearsals as well as the dates for performances. By fall 1932,
however, there was another person involved in theatre at Rollins
College, Robert Wunsch. 36
Holt and Thomas Lynch had agreed that the flourishing and
expanding drama program needed another teacher. Holt hired
Wunsch, a young graduate from the University of North Carolina,
to also teach drama classes. Wunsch had been active in the Little
Theatre Movement in North Carolina. He had roomed with the
writer Thomas Wolfe in North Carolina, shared his interest in
theatre, and was anxious to encourage student involvement at
Rollins. Wunsch wanted to know where his students could present
their plays and was ready to invite other community people to
become involved. Thomas Lynch wanted to present six plays,
Wunsch four, while Russell had only two plays planned for the year.
With no endowment for the plays themselves, the program had to
pay for itself. Thomas Lynch already had assembled an audience
and was contributing a percentage of the income from these plays
to the new theatre. Russell was furnishing scenery, furniture and
some of the costumes. Professional plays could bring in a goodly
sum, but with only two plays a year, that was not enough to finance
the entire program. It was clear that a new building was not going
to solve the problem of competing needs. Community theatre was
still popular, attracted a large audience, and brought in funds to
the College as well. Holt had a faculty that was assembled piecemeal, one that was creative, not necessarily compatible as a group

35.
36.

Dorothea Thomas Lynch to "Darling Miss Russell,"July 27, 1932, Annie Russell
Papers, NYPL.
Dorothea Thomas Lynch to "My dear Miss Russell," January 24, 1933, Annie
Russell Papers, NYPL.
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or willing to curb their needs to those of Holt who was on an
expansive growth quest. Just as Holt and the faculty were digesting
this wonderful new performance venue, a new type of drama called
"folk drama" arrived in the person of Zora Neale Hurston. 37
The Return of Zora
The Annie Russell Theatre, or ART as it came to be known,
had just opened that spring of 1932 when Zora Neale Hurston
returned from New York to her home at Eatonville, north of Winter
Park. Hurston, today the most celebrated and famous of all Florida
artists, then unknown and struggling to get by, returned broke
and discouraged. Her first volume of folklore was being typed, but
she had no money to pay for it, no publisher, no patron, and few
prospects. In the spring of 1932, Hurston had just ended two years
of intense involvement in the Harlem Renaissance black theater
movement where she had put on a successful musical created from
folk songs gathered during trips to Eatonville and other parts of
Florida. 38
Hurston's experience in New York exposed her to deep divides
on just how Black theater should be positioned in relation to content
and audience. Theater was still segregated in the North as well as in
the South, but those racial divides were being tested by whites and
blacks. White playwrights were creating plays in which blacks were
being portrayed as exotic others. Black playwrights were not sure
how to show their culture, what part of it, and for what audiences.
Debate over how to portray black culture were often heated. Should
they create plays depicting blacks with their own modern urban
culture, separate but equal to the white? Or, should playwrights
reach back into the folk culture of African Americans, their deep
cultural roots to Africa, the Caribbean, and the rural South? These
were profound debates over how to present black culture to both
black and white audiences. In the North a white audience for black
culture was taking form, and what would be presented to a mixed
audience was an issue. Black theater in the South was also emerging
37.

Annie Russell to Hamilton Holt, September 2, 1932, Annie Russell Papers,
RCOL.
38. Valerie Boyd, Wrapped in Rainbows: The Life of Zora Nea/,e Hurston ( ew York:
Scribner's, 2003), 218-240, discusses her New York plays. The best source for
Hurston at Rollins is Maurice O'Sullivan, Jr. and Jack C. Lane, "Zora Neale
Hurston at Rollins College," In Zora in FWrida, ed Steve Glassman and Kathryn
Lee Seidel (Orlando: University of Central Florida Press, 1991), 130-145.
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from vaudeville to become intensely popular road shows that
combined some of the elements of the older vaudeville and circus
performance with newer performers who were attracting white as
well as black audiences. Black entrepreneurs, such as Eph Williams,
were packing in audiences to listen to black performers. 39
Hurston came down on the folk side of the black culture
divide. Her anthropological studies had been among rural blacks
and their continued traditions that linked them to Africa and the
Caribbean, and she used this material in creating her folk plays.
Her New York folk musical depicted black workers in Florida work
camps. It ended with a spectacular series of Bahaman dances, one
of which, "The Crow Dance," Hurston led herself. The folk musical
was meant for a popular audience, but it was different from the
glossy urban musical reviews that were being performed for whites
in New York with which it competed. Hurston took the show on the
road to some success, but directing and traveling were exhausting.
There were seldom enough profits to pay the performers, much less
to pay herself. While impresarios were already booking productions
that would lead to immensely popular white folk musicals, such as
"Rodeo" and "Oklahoma," black folk musicals were seldom able
to attract the backing of major booking agents. There just was not
enough money to be made and then, too, there was the question
of how to deal with audiences which were still segregated in most
of the country. Outside of New York and Chicago, black theater
audiences were small. Segregation was so pervasive even in the
North, that black audiences were often not admitted to see black
theater performances. Churches became the places where blacks
could perform for black audiences. In the South, in cities such as
Orlando, black performers were confined to one or two-usually
older-venues. Black theatre troupes, even in musicals meant to
entertain and not to question social arrangements, encountered
such discrimination in traveling and performing that it is a wonder
they tried at all. 40

39. Jayna Brown, Babylon Girls: Black Women Performers and the Shaping of the Modern
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2008), 194-196, 229-230.
40. The same type of culture/ political divide emerged in the 1970s between the
cultural emphasis of Ron Karenga and the more political approach of others.
For the difficulty of professional or family touring, see Susan Rugh , Are We
There Yet? The GoUlen Age of American Family Vacations (Lawrence: University
Press of Kansas, 2008), who used the NAACP archives to track segregated
accommodation policies and the protests of black travelers.
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In addition to writing plays, directing, and acting in them,
Hurston had written about black aesthetics. Her 1932 essay
''Characteristics of Negro Expression," sketched out the elements
of what she believed to be the vernacular structure of rural black
culture. She identified black expressive culture as rich in metaphor
and simile, as embedded in daily life, a rich dramatic tradition that
had its own aesthetic of angularity, asymmetry, dynamic dance, and
dialect. She was bringing back home concepts of black aesthetics
and drama for which there existed no educated white audience,
and which some urban African American writers were challenging
as demeaning. It was rural and multicultural in its own right, a meld
of African, Caribbean, and Southern contributions, and Hurston
was eager to translate her folklore study into a performance style
that could reach black and white audiences. Hurston knew what she
wanted to do,just not how to do it. For several years a wealthy white
patron, Osgood Mason, had given her a monthly stipend to provide
for living expenses while she conducted research. Now, Mason told
her that she could no longer have the stipend. Hurston 's work in
New York had given her experience and ideas, but not an income.
She decided to go home to Eatonville in Florida. 41
Eatonville was an all-black town, often described as rural and
seemingly isolated. But it was far from isolated. Six miles southeast
was Orlando, a growing urban center.Just five miles north was Fern
Park, a small town with a mixed black and white population. Even
closer, one mile northeast, was Maitland. Founded by Civil War
Union veterans who had commanded Black troops, they helped
African Americans obtain the land for Eatonville which allowed
it to grow into an independent town at a time when most white
Americans would not sell land to African Americans. Maitland and
nearby towns provided opportunities for service jobs. The orange
groves provided seasonal work picking and packing. Eatonville had
churches. Hurston's father was pastor of one. It had a school and a
city council. Eatonville seemed to be surviving the Depression fairly
well. Hurston found Eatonville's main street had even been paved
while she was in New York.

41.

Zora Neale Hurston, "Characteristics of Negro Expression," in Signifyin(g),
Sanctifyin : & Slam Dunking: A Reader in African American Expressive Culture, ed
Gena Dagel Caponi (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1999) , 293308. Originally published in Nancy Cunard, Negro: An Anthology, 1931-1933
(London: Wishart, 1934).
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An old friend, Lulu Mosley, offered Hurston a place to live.
In the yard was a garden with black-eye peas, watermelons, pole
beans, lima beans, okra, and tomatoes, Hurston reported to Mason
in May. She was, Hurston wrote, "renewed like the eagle ... I am so
glad to be here. I awake with the sun and go to bed early." She
immediately began writing. 42
Hurston had a place to live and food to eat, but she had little cash
left from her last stipend. Her best possibility for finding financial
support seemed to be at Winter Park, half way between Eatonville
and Orlando, where Rollins College was expanding. Winter Park,
Hurston wrote, was a place where twenty-seven millionaires lived.
No one seemed to be counting, but huge mansions had gone up
along with the Rollins buildings during the 1920s and early 1930s.
Hurston had arrived in Eatonville with fifty dollars, now almost gone.
Her carefully thought-out concepts of drama which she hoped to
put into practice were only that. Before she could do anything, even
get her stories typed up, she needed to raise money. Since white
patrons had financed her collecting of folklore, Hurston set out to
find some new white contacts in Winter Park. 43
Hurston would have dressed up that day she visited Winter Park.
In the 1930s, Winter Park was a divided town, as were most in the
South. Whites lived on the East side of the railway tracks; blacks on
the West. Blacks crossed over to the East side to work in the homes
of the wealthy white population. At 6:00 pm they all had to be back
on the West side or they were forcibly removed. Hurston was on
white territory. She knew the rules. She also knew that she needed
the help of whites to publish her books and stage her plays. Hurston
would have had her guard up when she entered "The Bookery," a
Winter Park book store and lending library owned by Myrtle and
Henry Thompson. The Thompsons, however, had heard of Hurston
and offered to introduce her to faculty at Rollins who might give her
advice. They suggested she contact several professors. Edwin Grover,
a literature professor at Rollins, seemed the best prospect. 44
When Hurston contacted Grover, she brought two new
elements into the emerging theatre scene at Rollins. The first
42.
43.
44.

Zora Neale Hurston to "Darling My Godmother," (Charlotte Osgood Mason),
May 8, 1932, in Carla Kaplan, ed., Zora Neal,e Hurston, 256-257.
Zora Neale Hurston to Charlotte Osgood Mason, May 8, 1932, May 17, 1932,
and May 26, 1932, in Kaplan, Zora Neal,e Hurston, 256-257.
Zora Neale Hurston to Charlotte Osgood Mason,July 20,1932, in Kaplan, Zora
Neal,e Hurston, 254-266.
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was her concept of folk drama, one grounded in anthropological
research rather than an Anglo-American literary tradition. The
-second was the issue of race, who would shape this new performance
depicting African American cultures and how its audience would
be formed. To the uneasy collision between the Little Theatre
Movement represented by Thomas Lynch and the professional
theatre represented by Annie Russell, the folk play brought both
great energy and excitement to the participants, and new avenues
for misunderstanding and conflict.
Grover was among a small pool of Progressive educators
sheltered at Rollins and the booksellers must have known Hurston
would find a sympathetic ear. Hurston wrote to Grover in mid:June
explaining her desire to present a folklore concert, "of untamperedwith Negro folk material," most of it gathered right there in Orange
County. She asked if he would not "like to assist in putting the world
right on negro expression." Grover, who was interested, replied
positively and she wrote a week later describing her hope to build a
playhouse in Eatonville, but she added Orlando would be the best
place. She also asked him to read some of her writing and advise her
on publishing. Through Grover, Hurston met Robert Wunsch. 45
Although newly arrived from North Carolina, Wunsch had
publishing contacts in New York. He offered to send a short story
Hurston had in hand to a friend at Story magazine, and asked if
she could talk to his students about this new Negro theater she
envisioned. Hurston was already rehearsing a folk play at Eatonville
which she hoped to take on the road, one similar to the New York
performance that had received supportive reviews the year before.
Hurston made a quick trip to New York, in part to get support for
her Florida production, and wrote to Mason for another advance
with an optimistic note that she still hoped "to chisel out a figure in
art." Then she returned to Florida. 46
Hurston scoured Eatonville and Orlando for performers.
While in New York, she had been able to draw on a pool of
aspiring black performers; she now had to assemble a local cast.
The results, as the program for the first performance showed,
were impressive. She choreographed the entire performance,

45. Zora Neale Hurston to Edwin Grover, June 8, 1932, and June 15, 1932, in
Kaplan, Zora Neal,e Hurston, 258-261.
46. Zora Neale Hurston to Charlotte Osgood Mason, September 28, 1932, in
Kaplan, Zora Neal,e Hurston, 273-275.
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assembled the performers, and rehearsed them for this complex
musical drama. She cast herself as actor and dancer and her father
as "The Preacher," but she had thirteen others join them as singers.
Florence Moseley played a piano solo; David Calhoun a guitar solo;
Lawrence Williams and James Tubbs led work songs and songs from
the quarters. She had six children acting in the play. This was a
complex combination of acting, singing, and dancing. No wonder
Wunsch was impressed with what she was doing in Eatonville.47
One other supporting actor, Royal France, played a bit part
in this emerging Rollins drama. France arrived at Rollins in 1928.
He later wrote he had left his legal practice and sought to teach at
Rollins because of Holt, who was a liberal pacifist. When France
condemned the state's handling of a lynching in Mariana, Florida,
the governor of Florida asked that Holt fire France. Holt refused.
Living in Winter Park, France recalled, was not "all honey and
roses." Local southerners questioned his social views and wintering
northerners condemned his liberal views on economics. In one case,
France and his wife invited Hurston to visit and then stay for dinner.
A faculty member dropped by while Hurston and the Frances were
comfortably seated at the same table and was shocked. France also
attended a Christmas Eve party at an Eatonville school and publicly
championed the rights of blacks in Winter Park and segregated
Orlando. Word traveled fast in the small-town atmosphere of
Winter Park. Moving from support for Socialist Norman Thomas
in 1932 to championing Democrat Franklin D. Roosevelt did little
to restore the Frances to social favor. Holt defended France and he
stayed on for twenty-four years, later writing about his experiences
there. He liked the sunny skies, the orange trees in blossom,
the spectacular sunsets, year-round golf, and the usual calm and
quiet at Rollins. His support for Hurston was also crucial for her
performance there. 48
In late October, Wunsch wrote to Holt asking if he could
sponsor Hurston's folk play. Holt replied cautiously. Yes, but
there should be little advertisement and no Negroes in the
audience. Hurston had hoped there would be a place for blacks
in a separate section, but acceded to Holt's demand that the
audience be entirely white. With Holt's approval, Wunsch went
47.
48.

These names are from the program, Zora Neale Hurston Collection, RCOL.
His experiences at Rollins are discussed in Royal France, My Native Ground
(New York: Cameron Associates, 1957), 71-81.
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ahead with plans to present Hurston's play at Rollins. His letter to
Holt indicated he expected his students to perform in the Annie
- Russell Theatre, but Holt insisted Hurston's play be performed in
the old Recreation Hall. 49
As Hurston 's play took form in Eatonville, Wunsch organized
his students into a theater workshop group to explore this type
of folk drama. In mid-November, he took them to hear Hurston
discuss folk theater. Students, faculty, and community people
had obtained a place to put on experimental plays at what they
called "The Museum," just north of Winter Park at Fern Lake.
After Hurston told them about her attempts to assemble a group
of local people to perform her play, the group invited her to
their "Museum" to work on her folk musical, helped her with sets
and costumes, and provided a small audience. They organized a
premier of "From Sun to Sun" at The Museum with a performance
on campus to follow. Hurston 's folk drama was scheduled to be
performed in the old Recreation Hall onjanuary 27, 1933. 50
A week before the scheduled performance, on January 20,
students traveled north for the preview performance of the play at
the Museum at Fern Park. The program announced that Hurston
hoped to form a Negro theatre, write plays, direct Negro casts
in Negro dramas, and present them to Negro audiences with
occasional white friends in the audience. A week later the troupe
performed the play at Rollins for an all-white audience, with little
advance advertisement, but an enthusiastic review in the student
newspaper The Sandspur. Hurston held her cast together and
performed in Orlando at the Municipal Auditorium. Then in
March of 1933, she brought part of the cast back to Rollins to put
on a half-hour performance for college visitor Ruth St. Denis, the
modern dancer famous for her experimental ethnic dance. The
audience was limited to a few invited students, museum directors,
and townspeople. Meanwhile, Hurston 's short story "The Gilded
Six-bits," had been accepted and scheduled for publication in
August 1933. Its publication in Story magazine was to be a turning
point for her. Impressed by the story, the editor at Lippincott asked
her for a novel. In six weeks she produced Jonah's Gourd Vine, which

49.
50.

Robert Wunsch to Hamilton Holt, October 29, 1932, Zora
,
Collection, RCOL.
Program noles Zora Neale Hurston Collection, RCOL.
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she dedicated to Wunsch. She ended that brief dedication with the
urging "Go gator, muddy the waters. "51
Waters Muddy and the Diaspora Begins

The waters at Rollins were already muddied. Thomas Lynch
and Wunsch were at odds. Wunsch had expected to use the Annie
Russell Theatre to present folk plays. After making peace with
Russell, Thomas Lynch had obtained permission to present Little
Theatre plays, but now she was quarreling with Wunsch. Exactly
how the lines of tension formed is not clear from the written record.
While the Little Theatre Movement had produced experimental
and feminist plays, as well as plays about ethnic and black culture,
its audiences were predominantly white middle class women, many
of them organized into segregated women's clubs. Thomas Lynch
was well aware of their interests, not too racy or sensual, and not
too exotic. 52
Thomas Lynch wrote to Holt to complain about Wunsch. The
result was that Holt considered Thomas Lynch to be the one that was
muddying the waters. He accused her of causing the three way split
over drama at Rollins. Although Thomas Lynch was never explicit
in her letters, she claimed that Wunsch had violated "professional
ethnics [sic]" in his relationship with Russell. Whatever existed
in the minds of the concerned participants, it was certainly true
that Wunsch had arrived with a particular view of theater that he
aggressively pursued that first year. Holt felt that Thomas Lynch
was to blame for fighting that agenda with unfounded rumors.
In March of 1933, Holt notified Thomas Lynch that after seven
years at the college, her contract would not be renewed in the fall.
Holt followed university policies in the firing and while Thomas
Lynch protested her innocence in disturbing the peace, she did
not challenge Holt's decision. Instead, she made plans to return
to Cleveland, Ohio and to enroll at Western Reserve University to
work on a Master's Degree in Fine Arts. She had first worked at
the Cleveland Playhouse after it was established in 1915 as one of
the first permanent theatre companies. In the fall of 1933, it was
51.
52.

Story published her work in August 1932.
Florida audiences were very diverse and always a concern as explained by
Robert Francis Mardis, "Federal Theatre in Florida," (Ph.D. diss., University
of Florida, 1972) , 115-118. See also Blair, The Torchbearers, 144-145 for female
audiences.
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launching the nation's first education program in connection with
the university's MA program, and she was eager to rejoin it. 53
Holt then turned his attention to Professor John Andres Rice,
his new classics professor. When the Thompsons at the Bookery in
Winter Park introduced Hurston to Rice, he was equally enthusiastic
about her theatre plans. The Thompsons had warned Hurston not
to expect much of Rice, but he became a major supporter of the
Fem Park Museum and experimental folk theatre. Holt had hired
Rice on the basis of recommendations which described him as an
outstanding scholar. Restless and acerbic, his actions (he wore, for
example, unusually skimpy swim attire) and ideas shocked both the
local community and some faculty. During that crazy spring of 1933,
Rice seemed to be a lightning rod for dissent. He was highly visible
and verbal as he attacked fellow faculty and the local community for
their unquestioning conformity in religion, sexual mores, and even
restrictive dress codes. He was, as the British might have put it "a
person of unusual talent and excessive behavior." Or, as historianJack
C. Lane explained more precisely, unconventional in a conventional
institution located in the conservative village of Winter Park. 54
Rice also challenged the increasingly authoritarian actions of
Holt as he tried to balance wealthy patrons, free-wheeling faculty,
and a potentially hostile community. Holt had been hired to rescue
this failing provincial institution. He had managed to bring in
more students and raise the quality of the teaching program. He
had managed to get money for the new Annie Russell theatre and
several other buildings that fall, and had even obtained additional
funds for landscaping and other necessities. So far, he had also
nourished the invisible college, the intellectual climate of the
students and faculty as well as the visible college of buildings and
53.

A series of letters from Dorothea to Holt are in the Dorothea Thomas Lynch
Papers, see undated letters indicating that she was deferring to Russell 's
judgment and that some of the plays Wunsch wanted performed were not
appropriate for the Annie Russell Theatre. See especially Dorothea's Little
Theatre Report to Holt, June 20, 1932. One of the plays had just won the
Florida State Little Theatre Tournament in Orlando. Holt had written to
Dorothea on February 6, 1932 not to refer to "a Little Theatre," but to call
it the "Rollins Theatre Workshop" or some other name. For the final rift see
Dorothea Lynch to Hamilton Holt, March 1, 1933, Hamilton Holt to Dorothea
Lynch, March 7, 1933, and sworn affidavit by Hamilton Holt, March 8, 1933,
saying she was non-cooperative and would not fit into the future plans for
the College which would have professional leaders who must be harmonious.
Dorothea Thomas Lynch Papers, RCOL.
54. Jack C. Lane, "Rollins College: A Centennial History, 2009," 154.
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plant. But he was stressed by the pressures of his own expansion
plans and the deepening Depression was taking a toll on the
fortunes of his wealthy patrons. 55
As the Depression reduced Holt's income, he tightened
control over his quarreling faculty and reduced their salaries by a
third. Part of the faculty now redirected their attention to Holt's
policies, demanding more authority within the college structure
than he offered. In these conflicts, Rice emerged as the most visible
challenger to Holt's authority. The faculty first split into factions
over the question of whether or not there should be social reforms
on campus, such as abolishing fraternities because they seemed
undemocratic. 56
Unlike Thomas Lynch, Rice did not take his firing quietly. He
asked the American Association of University Professors to formally
investigate his firing. Wunsch was not fired, but he decided not to
stay on at Rollins and arranged to return to North Carolina to teach
English in a high school at Greensboro, North Carolina, about fifty
miles west of Chapel Hill, where he would be close to Paul Green
and the UniversityofNorth Carolina theater program. Rice, who was
looking for a place where he might launch an experimental college
which would embody his own ideas of a free environment for the
arts, huddled with Wunsch about possibilities. Wunsch suggested
he explore the possibility of leasing a YWCA summer camp near
Ashville, about 175 miles west of Greensboro near the Great Smoky
Mountains. There Rice gathered together disgruntled students
and dismissed faculty from Rollins and opened his experimental
college called Black Mountain in fall of 1933. Wunch, joined the
Black Mountain faculty in 1935. 57
What role gender politics played in the firing of Rice and
Thomas Lynch is not clear from the remaining letters and accounts,
which seemed to simmer around the politics of performance, but
never become explicit. Thomas Lynch had made her theatre very
woman-centered. Most of her closest colleagues were women,

55.
56.
57.

Ibid., 170-188.
Ibid., 240-168.
For Rice and Wunsch at Black Mountain College see Martin Duberman,
Black Mountain: An Exploration in Community (New York: Dutton, 1972) , 1-16;
and Mary Emma Harris, The Arts at Black Mountain College (Cambridge: MIT
Press, 1987) , 36-38. Holt also fired faculty who supported Rice. Wunsch did
not develop a professional theatre at Black Mountain, or a community little
theatre, but concentrated on student productions.
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as were her assistants, the majority of student actors, and her
audiences. She had warmly embraced the collaboration with
- Russell. On the other hand, her family relations involved strong
men, her preacher father and new journalist husband, both of
whom became entangled in the building of the Annie Russell
theatre. In letters to Russell, Thomas Lynch often mentioned her
husband Larry, and in a last letter to Russell before she left for
Ohio, asked if they could both visit to say farewell. 58
Annie Russell also had strong female attachments and close
friends, but the theater she promoted was not female-centered. She
distrusted men in her personal life, and believed women audiences
could reform the theater, but that theatre was not particularly
female oriented, in plays, or in content. That may have, ultimately,
divided the two women.
Rice, on the other hand, was known to be concerned that the
theatre was becoming "feminized." He would have seen Hurston's
dance concerts as not only exotic and interesting, but featuring
powerful male roles. The railroad workers, the preacher, the male
members ofjook dance hall, and the Bahaman dancers, all featured
male performers in roles representing a kind of male energy and
power.
Hurston, of course, created these roles. The men were not
alone, as there were important places for women and even children
in her concert folklore. She had, however, excised one of the most
important powerful images of women at the request of her patron
Mason. That was of an African/Bahaman woman religious leader.
Hurston herself sometimes danced the Bahaman "Crow Dance,"
which was a part of the last scene that emphasized what could be
interpreted as a female force. She solved the issue in her written
work by having powerful female narrators who "testified" to the
events they retold. She was dependent upon both male and female
patrons, found friends and supporters among both, and quarreled
with both.
Hurston was in and out of Orlando during 1934. In January
she presented her second folk theatre at Rollins, then went off
to teach drama at Bethune-Cookman College at Daytona Beach.
She wrote of establishing a school of dramatic arts there based
on Negro expression, a drama that was not white but "gorgeously
58.

Thomas Lynch to "Darling Miss Russell," June 3, 1933, Annie Russell Papers,
NYPL.
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Negro." By February, she and Bethune were already quarreling.
In April, chaffing under Bethune's tight control at the college,
_Hurston quit. 59
That summer Hurston returned to the Orlando area to assemble
a group of singers to present folk songs at the St. Louis Folk Festival
and then performed her folk drama at the University of Chicago
in fall. On the way north, she stopped at Fisk University and had
an encouraging interview with the president about a permanent
position there. Her Chicago presentation was so successful that
she was offered a Rosenwald Fund fellowship to finish her Ph.D.
in anthropology at Columbia College, with the prospect for an
endowed chair teaching drama at Fisk. After one year of classes,
however, she was restless and lost her "zest" for academic study and
an academic teaching job. That fall she dropped out of Columbia
and joined the Federal Theatre project in New York. That led to a
Guggenheim scholarship which enabled her to write, and then she
joined the Florida WPA in April 1938. She reassembled a group of
singers which, with the sponsorship of the "Rollins College Folk Lore
Group," performed at the Winter Park Woman's Club, then went on
to perform at the 1938 National Folk Festival in Washington, DC. 60
Russell officially directed the Annie Russell Theatre through
the turbulent period. Thomas Lynch did most of the directing
during fall of 1932 and spring of 1933. Russell still spent summers in
Rockland, Maine, near Mary Louise Bok, where she lingered until
October ofl932. She had been ill while there and had to rest for a
month after returning to Winter Park. She was also intermittently
ill during spring and fall of 1934. She died in January 1935. Bok,
who had offered her support for the theatre and her friend, also
endowed an artist series while Russell was director and even agreed
to help with landscaping. Yet she showed little interest in the Annie
Russell Theatre after Russell died. 61
By 1936, Dorothea Thomas Lynch was back in Florida. She
directed the Federal Theatre Project of the WPAfrom 1936-39, and

59.

Hurston discussed the conflicts in Zora Neale Hurston to Carl Van Vechten,
January 22 and February 6, 1934 in Kaplan, 'Zora N eale Hurston, 287-289.
60. Graciela Hernandez, "Multiple Subjectivities and Strategic Positionality: Zora
Neale Hurston's Experimental Ethnographies," in Women Writing Culture, ed.
Ruth Behar and Deborah A. Gordon (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1995) , 153-154.
61. Bok did donate $300,000 to establish the Maitland Art Center just north of
Winter Park. It was still thriving when I took a class there in 1998.
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again organized theatre performances. Perhaps not surprisingly,
she did not work with President Holt at Rollins College, although he
. had earlier inquired of the national director whether prospective
students at Rollins might not be employed in the theatre project.
Thomas Lynch did little to promote theatre in Orlando as a whole.
Instead she concentrated her efforts in Miami, Jacksonville, and
Tampa where there was a thriving Spanish language theater with
enthusiastic audiences. Thomas Lynch's Federal Theatre Project
did not include black theatre. Thus when Hurston returned to
Florida in April 1938 to present folk plays, it was under the auspices
of a segregated black division of the Federal Writers' Project. 62
In fall of 1939, Hurston tried teaching drama again at North
Carolina College in Durham, meanwhile taking a theatre workshop
with Paul Green at the University of North Carolina. Neither
teaching drama nor presenting it had yielded a permanent place
for her in the theatre. With continued encouragement from Grover
and the success of Hurston's written stories, she reluctantly gave up
her attempts to present folk theatre. Support from professors at
Rollins had helped her to succeed at writing. Grants and fellowships
had allowed her the time to write, but teaching had not given her
the support she wanted to put on folk theatre for large audiences. 63
After the exodus of 1933-1934, Rollins settled back into relative
calm. Folk drama and little theatre were not revived at Rollins, but
the story remained behind the fa~ade of the Annie Russell Theatre,
a part of the storied past of structures. That history included
women's role in endowing private and public buildings which often
bore the name of someone else. Mary Curtis Bok excised her role
in preserving and maintaining the Bok Towers dedicated to her
husband, the Curtis School of Music dedicated to her mother, and
the Annie Russell Theatre, none of which bear her name. Nor does
the Annie Russell Theatre bear the names of Hurston or Thomas
Lynch, but the building carries their stories as well.
62.

63.

Mardis, "Federal Theatre in Florida," 85, for Holt letter of September 9, 1935.
Except for Tampa with its enthusiastic Cuban theatre audience, Lynch found
most urban audiences difficult to assemble. Her biggest demand was in rural
Florida and among Northern winter tourists in Miami. For Tampa see 140,
142, and 150. She did work with Orlando schools to educate students about
the theater and promote drama, 391.
This difficult attempt to find a place in the theater is traced by Boyd, Wrapped
in Rainbows, 250-273. For her WPA work, see Pamela Bordelon, ed., Go Gator
and Muddy Water: Writings &y Zora Neale Hurston from the Federal Writers' Project
(New York: Norton, 1999), 152-153.
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Postcard from Annie Russell to Dr. Hamilton Holt, dated August 20, 1932. The
note from Russell says: "There was a grand Prexy named Holt, who when finances
started to mount, just passed around the hat, and when full said that's that. So,
depression from Rollins did bolt. - Congratulations on town having so successfully
reached and past the Age of Depression. Affectionately and loyally Annie Russell,
Aug. 20th, 1932." Image courtesy of Department of College Archives and Special Collections,
Olin Library, Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida.

Despite federal support and the popularity of federal theatre
in the 1930s, by 1940 it was drawing more vocal criticism from
conservatives who labeled many of the arts radical and communistic.
In the controversies over the "politics" of government support for
the arts, support for all types of theatre-professional, community,
and folk theatre-dwindled. Like Hurston, many creative artists
retreated from public performance to the more private written
word. 64
The Rollins faculty kept the memory of the presence of Zora
Neale Hurston and Annie Russell alive. In 1993, the Fourth Annual
Zora Neale Hurston Festival took place and Rollins College cosponsored a 60th anniversary performance of "From Sun to Sun" at
the Annie Russell Theatre. In 2008, Jennifer Cavenaugh, Chair of
the Theatre Arts & Dance program at Rollins, wrote "Stage Fright,"
a play about Russell and her friend novelist Faith Baldwin. 65
64.
65.

See Brown, "Federal Theatre: Melodrama, Social Protest, and Genius,"
"Lifelong Correspondents," in Leigh Brown Perkins, "The Annie Russell
Theatre & the Knowles Memorial Chapel," Rollins Alumni Record (Summer
2008): 22.
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The histories of Mary Louise Bok and Dorothea Thomas Lynch
remained more elusive. But they also belonged to the quartet of
_women who had so much to do with shaping the performing arts
at Rollins in the 1920s and 1930s and have a place of remembrance
through the stories behind the fac;ade of the Annie Russell Theatre.

Conclusion
Behind the fac;ade and the stories lay this small piece in the
larger mosaic of the history of performance art and of expressive
culture. We might think of it as the play within which the plays
were produced at Rollins. The young and energetic Thomas Lynch
introduced to a small southern liberal arts college a version of a
larger national but locally based movement already in existence,
flourishing mainly in colleges in the North and Midwest. The
national movement had been the result of a desire of mainly
middle-class women for meaningful drama that reflected their
needs. Given a salary and a base from which to operate, Thomas
Lynch created a program based on local interests and needs, one
small and agile enough to adapt to the environment over the
six years that it existed. Annie Russell brought the goals of small
groups of actors and playwrights involved in the New York-centered
professional theatre who were also looking for ways to increase their
audiences and who had connections to wealthy patrons, such as
Mary Bok, willing to sponsor theatre projects. Meanwhile, another
group of people were struggling to create a folk theatre, one based
in the culture of minorities and attempting to reflect their daily
lives. Hurston represented this trend at Rollins College. Gender,
race, and class all played a role in making it difficult for these three
movements to merge permanently at Rollins. Still, for a few years,
the three types of drama were performed on the stages at Rollins.
As the support and freedom to create shrank, the main actors
turned to other sources for support. Russell died and her patron,
after building the architecture for drama, offered no support to
maintain or manage the theatre at a professional level. Thomas
Lynch, who had created the Little Theater Workshop and the
Rollins Players, fled back to Cleveland to continue her theatre
studies. When she returned to head the Florida Federal Theatre
Project, she concentrated on Miami. Hurston abandoned the
theatre for writing and publishing. The male faculty created a
new experimental college where they would have the freedom
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to explore new ideas, although there they excelled in the literary
rather than the dramatic arts. Drama remained a part of the Rollins
_ curriculum, as it did elsewhere after the Little Theatre Movement
waned, but it ceased to provide an exciting and creative venue as
it had earlier. The politics of performance also dogged the federal
government sponsorship of community theatres during the New
Deal. It disintegrated amid a barrage of criticism in 1940.
Rollins theatre history reminds us how dramatic performance
reflects the cultures it represents and how it acts as a lightning rod
for cultural differences. These quarrels over how cultures represent
themselves are also evidence of the vitality of expressive cultures
and the needs they struggle to represent. In the details of such
quarrels we can study the way in which personal and community
politics affect performance art and, thus, how it takes form.
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